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The peaceful utilization of nuclear energy has made great

progress in many countries since the first congress of the

Association Internationale du Droit Nucléaire - International

Nuclear Law Association in Karlsruhe in 197?« At the same

time, however, on'the horizon more and more clouds are gathering

which are threatening further progress. The reasons for this

are to be found not in a failure of technology, not in a

neglect of security, not in proved radiological-biological

harmfulness, not even in economic problems. On the contrary:

nuclear energy, especially as primary energy for the produc-

tion of electricity, is being used successfully and is also

greatly in demand in the developing countries. How, after

years of euphoria, did the present situation come about, a

situation caused by minorities in those very countries which

originally were responsible for the development? There are

various reasons, partly contradictory and,on the whole,

difficult to comprehend rationally. . ^
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1.

There is fear of a nuclear war, and both governments and

industry are suspected of working for nuclear armament.

In the final analysis, neither the non-proliferation treaty

nor the methods of President Carter seem to be successful.

Experience shows that in the long run, nothing can be mono-

polised, neither the economic nor the military utilization

of nuclear energy. In the Middle Ages, the arguments of the

church against the increasing use of gun powder had as little

effect as did the founding of the Nobel Peace Prize by the

inventor of dynamite in modern times. There is only one

solution if mankind is to survive: he absolute and world-wide

prohibition of the utilization of nuclear energy for military

purposes. Governments have already made declarations to this

effect. But these declarations are but words. The realisation

of these declarations fails, due to the lack of concessions

as regards continuous international controls and inspection.

As a consequence, nuclear wars, possibly in several parts of

the world, cannot be excluded.

2.

There is no cogent reason for the transfer of this mistrust

to the peaceful utilization of nuclear energy. It is rather

a kind of abreacting of surpressed fears. Moreover, an atti-

tude which is hostile to technology is gaining ground in many

countries. At a time when people are enjoying a period of

prosperity and have a high life expectancy, both of which
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are founded on technology, the blessings of technology are

overlooked and its abuse in two world wars and in a threatening

nuclear war is emphasised. Added to that is the fact that

the old nations have, in part, become tired. Their humani-

tarian and humanistic aims have come to be based on too indi-

vidualistic, egoistic and increasingly materialistic founda-

tions. They no longer subordinate their interests unhesitatingly

to the great tasks of the future. A utopia of a social world

without effort and risk (everything 'free') is the idea and

aim of certain large groups of people, which lack metaphysical

assurance. For this reason, they are not prepared to accept

even the minimalised risks of nuclear energy. Even if the

redundant security were to be multiplied by ten, the fear

would remain. A report such as the Raamussen Report, with its

numerical evaluation of the technological risks, makes no

impression at all. On the contrary, the argument according

to which the most improbable could happen at any moment is

stronger. Completely different psychological means have to

be employed, means which the International Institute for

Applied Systems Analysis in Laxenburg,near Vienna, has been

developing for sorod time. Neither governments, nor industry,

nor organisations have employed well thought-out means which

correspond to human nature - in spite of Gustave Le Bon:

The Psychology of the Masses (1895) and in spite of Ortega

y Gasset; The Revolt of the Masses (1929). Force alone -

cf, George Sorel: Reflexions, sur la Violence (1908) - cannot

achieve this aim. People cannot be won over to seeing their
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own advantage through the arts of intellectual persuasion,

but only by responsible and truthful psychological means.

It

Such steps, however, are difficult, and not simply because

the subject is difficult. Anti-technological prejudices have

been too much fomented, in part by the scientists themselves.

It was believed that The Limits of Growth - Meadows (1972) -

could be foreseen or could be placed in' the present time, a

new anti-civilisation attitude, 'Back to Nature1, has spread

together with the demand for a better 'quality of life'. In

1977, a court of law in Berlin decided against a power station,

arguing: "Energy is good, nature is better." 'Environmental

protection1 - unfortunately, it has but limited success - in

the meantime has caused millions of unemployed. Armin Mohler

justifiably has called this trend 'eco-nostalgia'.

h.
unequivocal political decisions are needed to overcome this

crisis in confidence. In a pluralistic democracy, however,

it is difficult for the politicians to cut through their

entanglement with the moods of the masses and group interests. .

In world politics, the peaceful utilization of nuclear energy

basically plays a much more important part in the political

calculations of the USSR, the USA and other countries than

nuclear armament, a fact which is often overlooked.

The militant rejection of the peaceful utilization of nuclear
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energy corresponds to the desire of a group of young people

for a change of the system, to the rebellion against pros-

perity and the establishment, to the desire for adventure -

a historically known and understandable attitude. Today,

however, it is combined with a tendency to refuse to do mili

tary service. Political groups use the insecurity for their

own objectives.

In. recent years, in the wake of the loss of the traditional

virtues, 'aggression' together with its compensatory activities *

has been too much analysed and cultivated in general, and it

is now vented on any critically important object, or on any

object which has been given critical importance. Discontent

of a completely different kind finds its outlet here« The re-

auction of working time naturally has led to a tendency to

demonstrate. Protest marches, even with music and children's

fairs, have replaced religious processions on holidays.

Adolescents are turned into anti-nuclear propagandists and

thus see their desire for commitment to idealistic aims ful-

filled. The lack of historical knowledge prevents the younger

generation from perceiving the true 'danger to world peace*

through a future fight for the raw materials caused by a

steep rise in world population, a fight which can be averted

by the peaceful utilization of nuclear energy (President

Scheel). The fear of the atom with images of destroyed cities,

thousands of dead, or malformed men and animals becomes an

infectuous delusion; similar delusions, born from fear or

repression have ruled complete historical periods.
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The danger of a withdrawal into the second rank of the eco-

nomically developed nations is not seen. Neither is the

' following contradiction: How can we give economic aid to

the countries of the Third World if we prescribe a lower living

standard and a freeze of the scientific and technological

progress for ourselves? Man has not grown- in his mental sta-

ture at the same speed as technology has and, as yet, cannot

get used to the new dimensions. The schools and universities

have neglected much in connection with this aspect; Karl Marx

does not give any answers to these novel questions.

as.
The point here is not to give recipes, but to make people

aware of the present situation. Every country has to act
*

according to its mentality, its constitution and its economic

possibilities. Industry, whether private or nationalised, and

the politicians, whatever their stand, have to pay more atten-

tion to the psychological question of the acceptance of nuclear

energy than they have done up to now; they will have to do

more than compare the risks of nuclear energy with other risks

of the civilised world, be the comparison ever so illuminating.

What can be demanded of us as jurists?

We cannot remain mere * sticklers for the letter of the law1

and mere logicians. The book market, the press and television

are swamped with anti-nuclear tendencies. We may not, by our

silence, contribute to the further escalation of the militant
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confrontations, to the alliance of peaceful rejection with

carefully directed terror. Hot the leant of our tasks is:

pacification.

Much has to be made up for as far as enlightenment of the

people is concerned, much that hati been neglected by the poli-

ticians as well as by the scientists. Terror must be averted,

but freedom of opinion roust be preserved. We also have to

make a strong effort to prevent the vision of an unmitigated

nuclear police state from becoming reality.

Vie are reminded of having to act extremely responsibly in

the teaching of the law, in legislation, in the authorization

proceedings and in litigations. We also have to have the courage

to slow down the technocrats from time to tarne.

We should co-operate more in gaining acceptance for the

undeniable, even if improbable, remaining risks. German courts

of law have gained the merit of having recognised the consti-

tutional decision in favour of peaceful utilization of nuclear

energy and thus have declared the 'remaining risk' as reasonable

according to law. (cf. for example Administrative Tribunal

Würzburg, Energiewirtschaftliche Tagesfragen (ET) 1977, pp. 444,

451, 452 with further references).

We should try harder than we have done up to now to inte-

grate nuclear energy into established law, and there to give

it its appropriate place, but not as a special case which is

completely out of the ordinary.

We should be initiators and supporters of a movement which

will finally lead to a positive philosophy of technology,

a philosophy based on wide acceptance. This is a task the
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great philosophers of our time - with few exceptions and few

beginnings - have opted out of.

At this point I may take recourse to the words of the German

poet, philosopher and scientist, Friedrich von Hardenberg

(called Novalis), who died in 1801: "If nan wants to take one

step forward towards the mastery of *external* nature by means

of the art of organisation and of technology, he must first

have taken three 'internal1 steps towards ethical profundity."
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